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Quantitative Sensory Testing Profiles in Chronic
Back Pain Are Distinct From Those in Fibromyalgia
Klaus Blumenstiel, MD,*w Andreas Gerhardt, MA,* Roman Rolke, MD,zy Christiane Bieber, MD,*
Jonas Tesarz, MD,* Hans-Christoph Friederich, MD,* Wolfgang Eich, MD, PhD,*
and Rolf-Detlef Treede, MD, PhDJ

Objectives: Alterations in the central nervous system leading to
higher pain sensitivity have been shown in both chronic back pain
(CBP) and ﬁbromyalgia syndrome (FMS). The aim of this study
was to disclose commonalities and diﬀerences in the pathophysiology of FMS and CBP.
Methods: We used the quantitative sensory testing protocol of the
German Research Network on Neuropathic Pain to obtain
comprehensive proﬁles of somatosensory functions. The protocol
comprised thermal and mechanical detection and pain thresholds,
vibration thresholds, and pain sensitivity to sharp and blunt
mechanical stimuli. We studied 21 FMS patients (mean pain
duration: 13.4 y), 23 CBP subjects (mean pain duration: 15.9 y),
and 20 healthy controls (HCs). Each participant received the test
battery on the back and on the dorsal hand (pain-free control site).
Results: On the back, FMS patients showed increased thermal and
mechanical pain sensitivity compared with HCs and CBP
participants. On the hand dorsum, FMS patients showed higher
mechanical pain sensitivity compared with CBP participants and
HCs and higher cold pain sensitivity compared with HCs. CBP
participants showed increased pressure pain sensitivity and lower
vibration sensitivity on the back, but no signiﬁcant diﬀerences on
the hand dorsum compared with HCs.
Discussion: FMS patients showed increased sensitivity for diﬀerent
pain modalities at all measured body areas, suggesting central
disinhibition as a potential mechanism. CBP participants in
contrast, showed localized alterations within the aﬀected segment
possibly due to peripheral sensitization.
Key Words: ﬁbromyalgia syndrome (FMS), chronic back pain
(CBP), quantitative sensory testing (QST)
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ibromyalgia syndrome (FMS) and chronic back pain
(CBP) are common, an increasing cause of consultations
in primary care, and of enormous socioeconomic relevance.1,2 Therapeutic interventions are often unspeciﬁc and
of minor success,3,4 probably because of the fact that their
etiologies and pathogeneses are still widely unknown.
Despite much research, the pathogenesis of FMS is
still a matter of debate. One of the most promising
approaches addresses the role of the (central) nervous
system (CNS). A series of techniques have been applied
to detect abnormalities in the CNS, such as functional
neuroimaging, electrophysiological techniques, laserevoked potentials, investigation of spinal ﬂuid, and, in
particular, quantitative sensory testing (QST).5 QST is a
method that is used to assess the somatosensory function. A
comprehensive QST protocol allows to determine pain and
detection thresholds and to distinguish local versus generalized and peripheral versus central nervous mechanisms. To
date, QST studies in FMS have shown decreased mechanical/pressure and thermal pain thresholds,6–9 temporal
summation of pain (“wind-up”) reﬂecting an increased
excitability of spinal cord neurons,10 and signs of central
hypersensitivity.11 Other studies suggest a reduced habituation to pain12 and central sensitization13,14 as mechanisms
involved.
QST aberrations including signs for abnormal central
nervous pathways have also been found in nonspeciﬁc CBP,
the most common type of all CBPs.15 Studies reported low
pain thresholds and pain tolerance values.16 A study by
Giesecke et al17 revealed hyperalgesia in FMS and CBP
patients in comparison with healthy controls (HCs) when
experimental pain was applied to a neutral site (thumbnail).
Moreover, patients with FMS and CBP showed similar
activation in pain-related cortical areas in functional
magnetic resonance imaging, which was diﬀerent from that
in HCs. Baraniuk et al18 studied opioid neurotransmitters
in the cerebrospinal ﬂuid and found that Met-enkephalinArg6-Phe7 was greater in both FMS and CBP patients than
in HCs. In addition, FMS patients often report that their
disease started with simple back pain19,20 and thus CBP
may be a pre-stage to FMS.21
It is the main hypothesis of a mechanism-based
diagnosis in chronic pain syndromes that deﬁned symptoms
and signs reﬂect possible underlying neurobiological pain
mechanisms.22,23 Although in the case of a central
disinhibition all types of thermal and mechanical pain
thresholds may be generally decreased with an increased
response to suprathreshold stimuli, thermal and mechanical
detection and pain thresholds are increased in the presence
of deaﬀerentiation due to axonal damage. Moreover,
localized pin-prick hyperalgesia and/or dynamic mechanical
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allodynia may point to a central sensitization of the
nociceptive system, whereas localized heat and pressure
hyperalgesia are cardinal signs of a peripheral sensitization.
Hence, we addressed the following questions in the present
study:
(1) Are there distinct sensory proﬁles in FMS and CBP?
(2) If so, do clinical signs conclusively reﬂect possible
underlying neurobiology?
(3) Do FMS and CBP share the same neurobiological
mechanisms as indirectly reﬂected by QST?

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
In the present study, 21 patients with a diagnosis
of FMS, 23 participants with CBP, and 20 HCs were
included. Inclusion criteria were female sex and being free
of diseases aﬀecting sensory processes (for sociodemographic data, see Table 1). Study participants were screened
(physical examination, blood tests, past medical history,
and, if indicated, further technical investigations such as
x-ray or magnetic resonance imaging) to rule out diseases
aﬀecting sensory processes. Patients were also excluded if
they reported pain at the hand dorsum, as this area was
destined to be the control site.
FMS patients who fulﬁlled the diagnostic American
College of Rheumatology criteria24 were recruited from an
outpatient clinic of the Medical University Hospital of
Heidelberg. The CBP sample was drawn from participants
who had a sample in an epidemiological study on CBP
(Generalization of Pain: A Prospective Population-based
Survey with Clinical Examination as part of the German
Back Pain Research Network, supported by the Federal
Ministry of Education and Research). A representative
sample of 4000 inhabitants in the south-west of Germany
was approached by mail and they were asked whether they
had CBP. CBP was deﬁned as the presence of back pain for
at least 45 days within the last 3 months. A total of 2408
individuals responded to the mail survey. Of them, 427
fulﬁlled the criteria of CBP and were invited to a clinical
investigation. Finally, 303 individuals participated in the
study. Participants were questioned about the existence
of comorbidity (explicitly neuropathy, diabetes, relevant
alcohol consumption, infections, inﬂammatory diseases,
disc hernia, past severe injuries) and they received a
physical examination (general, rheumatological, neurological). In case of signs for serious pathological ﬁndings (eg,
ischialgia or severe injuries such as whiplash), participants
were excluded, and a further investigation was advised. Of
the 303 participating individuals, 20 repored speciﬁc back
pain (5 had Bechterew disease, 3 rheumatoid arthritis
aﬀecting the spine, 1 polymyalgia rheumatica, 3 tumor/
metastases, 1 fracture of the vertebral body, 1 spondylolysis, and 6 disc hernia). The remaining 283 participants
represented a nonhomogeneous group of nonspeciﬁc CBP
according to the distribution in the general population. Of
them, 23 female participants with nonspeciﬁc back pain
were included in the present QST investigation consecutively. Participants were advised not to take pain medication 24 hours before investigation. HCs were recruited per
advertisement. All participants were white.
The present study has been approved by the Ethics
Research Committee of the Faculty of Medicine, University
r
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of Heidelberg. Participants gave written informed consent.
They received an allowance of 10 Euros (about 12 dollars).
The study was carried out in compliance with the
Declaration of Helsinki.

Disability
Disability levels were measured using the FFbH
(Hannover Functional Ability Questionnaire for measuring
pain-related disability). It consists of 12 self-administered
items that especially focus on daily activities restricted by
musculoskeletal disorders (eg, “Can you wash your hair in
a washbasin”). The response format is in 3 stages (“yes,”
“yes with trouble,” “no or with the help of another
person”). The answers were transformed to a functional
ability score ranging from 0% to 100% (80% to 100%=no
functional disability, about 70%=moderate disability,
< 60=relevant disability). Data from diﬀerent studies
indicate that the FFbH meets relevant psychometric criteria
and is sensitive to change.25

QST Protocol
The somatosensory function was assessed using the
comprehensive QST protocol that was developed as part of
the German Research Network on Neuropathic Pain
(DFNS).26 It covers all relevant aspects of the somatosensory system, including large and small ﬁber function, and
signs of central sensitization (dynamic tactile allodynia,
punctate mechanical hyperalgesia). In this manner, detailed
proﬁles of somatosensory function for the tested body areas
are obtained.
Test sites were over paraspinal muscles and on the
dorsum of the hand. Patients with FMS and CBP were
tested on the most painful area in the back and on the hand
dorsum of the same side of the body as a pain-free control
site. The most painful area was determined on the basis of
the patient’s report during the oﬃce visit about present
ongoing pain. Nine FMS patients were tested on the left,
whereas 12 were tested on the right side of the body.
Among CBP patients, 9 were tested on the left and 14 on
the right side of the body, which was not signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent from the FMS group (w2 >0.05). In CBP, all
paraspinal test sites were in lumbar segments. For FMS, 16
test sites were in cervical and 5 were in lumbar segments.
We had previously found that pressure pain thresholds
(PPTs) are quite uniform across diﬀerent muscles.27 Painfree controls were tested on the hand dorsum and in
cervical segments (over the trapezius muscle) of both sides
of the body. All tests were ﬁrst conducted over an area that
was not tested later during the QST session.

Thermal Detection and Thermal Pain Thresholds
The tests for thermal detection, thermal pain thresholds, and paradoxical heat sensations (PHS) were conducted using a TSA 2001-II (MEDOC, Israel) thermal
sensory testing device.28 All thresholds were obtained with
ramped stimuli (11C/s, 321C baseline, 01C and 501C cutoﬀs,
8 cm2 thermode), which were terminated when participants
pressed a button. The mean of 3 consecutive measurements
was calculated. Thermal sensory limen, a test with
alternating warming and cooling ramps, was used only as
a provocative test to induce PHS.

Mechanical Detection Threshold
Mechanical detection threshold (MDT) was measured
with a standardized set of modiﬁed von Frey ﬁlaments
www.clinicalpain.com |
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Fibromyalgia

Chronic Back Pain

Pain-free Healthy Controls

21
50.6 (9.5)

23
43.4 (8.6)

20
38.3 (7.6)

9 (45)
9 (45)
2 (15)
0
0

3 (13)
14 (61)
6 (26)
0
0

12
5
1
2
2

13 (64)
6 (29)
2 (9)

9 (39)
14 (61)
0

1 (5)
19 (95)
0

8 (35)
6 (26)
8 (35)
0
0
1 (5)
3.0 (2.2)
15.9 (11.5)
4.7 (3.8)
70 (16)

10 (50)
8 (40)
2 (10)
0
0
0
0
0
0
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TABLE 1. Sociodemographic Variables
N
Age, mean (SD)
Marital status, N (%)
Unmarried
Married
Divorced/separated
Widowed
Not speciﬁed
Education, N (%)
< 10 y of education
Z10 y of education
Not speciﬁed
Occupational situation, N (%)
Full-time working
Part-time working
Not working/homemaker
Retired
Unemployed
Not speciﬁed
Pain intensity before QST, mean (SD)
Pain duration in years, mean (SD)
Painful tender points
FFbH (disability), % (SD)

5
5
1
6
2
2
5.8
13.4
15.2
60

(24)
(24)
(5)
(26)
(9)
(9)
(1.8)
(10.4)
(2.3)
(18)

(58)
(24)
(5)
(9)
(9)

Pain intensity before QST was assessed on a numeric rating scale 0 to 10. “0” indicating “no pain,” “10” indicating “worst pain imaginable.” Painful tender
points were identiﬁed by tenderness examination using ACR criteria. FFbH (Hannover Functional Ability Questionnaire): measures pain-related disability
(80% to 100%=no functional disability; about 70%=moderate disability; < 60%=relevant disability).

(Optihair2-Set, Marstock Nervetest, Germany) that exert
forces between 0.25 and 256 mN.29 The contact area was of
uniform size and shape (round, 0.5 mm diameter). The
threshold was the geometric mean of 5 series of ascending
and descending stimulus intensities.

Mechanical Pain Threshold

Vibration Detection Threshold
Vibration detection threshold (VDT) was determined
with a Rydel-Seiﬀer tuning fork (64 Hz, 8/8 scale), which
was placed 3 times over a bony prominence of the tested
body area. Participants indicated the disappearance of
vibratory sensations.

Mechanical pain threshold (MPT) was measured using
a set of weighted pinprick stimulators with a ﬂat contact
area of 0.25 mm diameter that exert forces between 8 and
512 mN.30 Again using the method of limits, the threshold
was the geometric mean of 5 series of ascending and
descending stimulus intensities.

PPT

Mechanical Pain Sensitivity Including Dynamic
Mechanical Allodynia

Statistical Analysis

Mechanical pain sensitivity (MPS) was tested using the
same weighted pinprick stimuli as that for MPT. To obtain
stimulus response function, these 7 pin pricks were applied
in balanced order, 5 times each. The participant was asked
to rate each stimulus for pain on a 0 to 100 numerical rating
scale (0 indicating “no pain,” and 100 indicating “most
intense pain imaginable”). The geometric mean of the 35
pain ratings was the ﬁnal value for MPS. Stimulus response
functions for dynamic mechanical allodynia (DMA) were
determined using a set of 3 light tactile stimulators.30,31
They were intermingled with the pin-prick stimuli in
balanced order and participants were asked to give a rating
on the same numeric rating scale.

Wind-up Ratio
The ratings of single pin-prick stimulation were
compared with those of a series of 10 repeated pin-prick
stimuli of the same force (256 mN) over the same area.
Wind-up ratio (WUR) was calculated by dividing the mean
ratings of series by the mean pain ratings of single stimuli.

684 | www.clinicalpain.com

The PPT was measured using an Algometer (Somedic,
Sweden) with a probe diameter of 1.1 cm that exerts
pressure up to 2000 kPa. The PPT is determined by 3
ramped stimuli, each applied with a slope of 50 kPa/s.

Most QST parameters cold detection threshold
(CDT), warmth detection threshold (WDT), thermal
sensory limen, PPT, MPT, MPS, DMA, WUR, and
MDT) are log-normally distributed and were therefore
log-transformed.26 The QST values of each tested body
area of the control group were averaged across both sides of
the body. To compare QST measures at both sides (most
painful area in the back and hand dorsum) between the 3
groups, analyses of covariance (ANCOVA) were calculated
for each modality, followed by Fisher least signiﬁcant
diﬀerence tests (Tables 2 and 3). QST values were entered as
dependent variables and pain group (FMS, CBP, and HC)
was entered as the independent variable. As the 3 groups
signiﬁcantly diﬀered in age (P < 0.001), age was included as
a covariate, because QST parameters are age dependent.32
To compare the 2 test sites within each patient group
(localized vs. generalized QST aberrations), all QST
measures were standardized by z-transformation referring
to the group of pain-free controls (QST proﬁles in Figs. 1,
2). This is carried out through z-transformation of all QST
measures of the FMS and CBP groups, referring to the
r
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TABLE 2. Analysis of Covariance, Mean Values, and Confidence Intervals for Quantitative Sensory Testing of the Most Painful Area in the
Back

ANCOVA
CDT
WDT
CPT
HPT
PPT
MPT
MPS
WUR
MDT
VDT

D1C
D1C
1C
1C
kPa
mN
NRS100
mN
/8

Fibromyalgia

Chronic Back Pain

Pain-free Controls

F

P

Mean

95% CI

Mean

95% CI

Mean

95% CI

0.650
1.36
5.70
3.88
7.15
7.26
9.73
2.03
1.05
3.41

0.526
0.264
< 0.01
< 0.05
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.001
0.141
0.355
< 0.05

1.55
2.72
22.96w,J
41.60*,y
199z =0.001
21.38z =0.001J
1.82z,z
2.36
6.10
7.10

1.13-2.10
2.18-3.38
18.46-27.47
39.82-43.39
161-244
14.52-31.48
0.99-3.37
1.67-3.32
3.45-10.79
6.72-7.47

1.72
3.22
13.97
44.73
239.3w
45.71
0.35
2.36
6.05
6.69*

1.31-2.25
2.66-3.90
10.05-17.90
43.17-46.29
200-287
32.89-63.68
0.21-0.60
1.74-3.21
3.75-9.77
6.36-7.02

1.37
2.61
12.89
44.65
352
61.94
0.31
3.61
3.67
7.31

1.02-1.85
2.12-3.21
8.59-17.20
42.94-46.36
286-432
42.36-90.57
0.17-0.57
2.56-5.11
2.09-6.43
6.93-7.69

Values of CDT, WDT, PPT, MPT, MPS, WUR, and MDT were calculated by back transformation from the log-means.
*P < 0.05 vs. controls.
wP < 0.01 vs. controls.
zP < 0.001 vs. controls.
Signiﬁcant test results for ﬁbromyalgia vs. chronic back pain are denoted.
yP < 0.05.
JP < 0.01.
zP < 0.001, respectively.
CDT indicates cold detection threshold; CI, conﬁdence interval; CPT, cold pain threshold; HPT, heat pain threshold; MDT, mechanical detection
threshold; MPS, mechanical pain sensitivity; MPT, mechanical pain threshold; PPT, pressure pain threshold; VDT, vibration detection threshold; WDT,
warmth detection threshold; WUR, wind-up ratio.

mean and standard deviation of the pain-free control
group. Whenever log-transformed scores were calculated,
the log scores were used for z-standardization. The
representation of QST proﬁles as z-transformed data allows
the direct comparison between sensory tests that are
measured in diﬀerent units (eg, 1C and mN) and the
comparison of test sites that have diﬀerent ranges of normal
values. To compare standardized QST measures of the
most painful area in the back with standardized QST

measures of the hand dorsum, paired t tests were calculated
for both disease groups. Moreover, to compare QST
parameters of the hand and back in FMS and CBP patients
with that of HCs (Figs. 1 and 2), t tests were applied.
Sensory ﬁndings on the hand were also compared with the
published DFNS reference data,32 both by group comparison and by counting the number of patients who were
outside the 95% conﬁdence interval (CI); DFNS reference
data for the back are not yet available.

RESULTS
In FMS patients, the mean duration of pain was
13.4±10.4 years (mean±SD). The average duration of

FIGURE 1. QST profiles in fibromyalgia syndrome. Circles: hand,
triangles: back. Filled symbols: significant versus healthy controls
(open symbols: n.s.; t test). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001,
paired t test hand versus back. Parallel profiles between hand and
back indicate generalized sensory changes. CDT, cold detection
threshold; CPT, cold pain threshold; HPT, heat pain threshold;
MDT, mechanical detection threshold; MPS, mechanical pain
sensitivity; MPT, mechanical pain threshold; PPT, pressure pain
threshold; TSL, thermal sensory limen; VDT, vibration detection
threshold; WDT, warm detection threshold; WUR, wind-up ratio;
Values are mean±SEM.
r
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FIGURE 2. QST profiles in chronic back pain. Circles: hand,
triangles: back. Filled symbols: significant versus healthy controls
(open symbols: n.s.; t tests). *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001, paired t test
hand versus back. Significant differences indicate that sensory
changes are localized to the back. For abbreviations, see legend
to Figure 1. Values are mean±SEM.
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CBP was 15.9±11.5 years (mean±SD). FMS patients
rated pain intensity (directly before QST investigation)
higher on a numeric rating scale (0 to 10) compared with
CBP participants (mean±SD 5.8±1.8 vs. 3.0±2.2,
P < .001). Moreover, measuring disability showed that
FMS patients were more severely burdened in daily
activities than were CBP patients (relevant vs. moderated,
respectively, n.s.). FMS patients showed 15.2±2.3 painful
tender points, whereas the CBP group revealed 4.7±3.8
painful tender points (mean±SD).

Comparison of QST Values on the Most Painful
Area in the Back
As shown in Table 2, ANCOVA revealed signiﬁcant
group diﬀerences for all pain thresholds [cold pain threshold (CPT), heat pain threshold (HPT), PPT, and MPT], as
well as for suprathreshold pin-prick pain (MPS) and
vibration detection (VDT). Compared with pain-free
HCs, FMS patients showed higher sensitivity toward cold
and heat pain (CPT P < 0.01, HPT, P < 0.05) and toward
mechanical pain induced by pin-prick stimulation (MPT
P=0.001, MPS P < 0.001) and by blunt pressure (PPT
P=0.001). In addition, CPT (P < 0.01), HPT (P < 0.05),
and MPT (P < 0.01) were lower and MPS (P < 0.001)
ratings were higher than those in CBP participants.
Compared with pain-free HCs, CBP participants showed
higher sensitivity with regard to PPT levels (P < 0.01) and
lower sensitivity toward VDT (P < 0.05).
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pressure pain (PPT P=0.001). CBP participants did not
diﬀer from controls with regard to QST values on the hand
dorsum.

Comparison of QST Values With DFNS Reference
Data
A group comparison between FMS patients and painfree HCs with regard to DFNS reference data32 revealed a
signiﬁcantly lower sensitivity to nonpainful warming
(P=0.02) and 5 of 21 FMS individuals ranged outside
the 95% CI of the published reference data. Increased
sensitivity to cold pain (CPT P < 0.001), pin-prick pain
(MPT P < 0.001, MPS P < 0.001), and pressure pain (PPT
P < 0.001) was also signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the DFNS
reference data. Several individual values were outside the
95% CI of the published reference data: 4/21 for CPT, 7/21
for MPT, 8/21 for MPS, and 9/21 for PPT.

DMA and PHS
Allodynia on the back occurred in 6 FMS patients, in
none of the back pain participants, and in none of the HCs
(P < 0.01, Fisher exact test). On the hand dorsum,
allodynia occurred in 2 FMS patients, in none of the CBP
participants, and in 1 HC (not signiﬁcant). Because of this
lack of variance, the allodynia score could not be included
in the ANCOVA. Similarly, only 3 FMS patients reported
PHS, 1 on hand dorsum, 1 on the back, and 1 on both sites.
None of the CBP participants and HCs reported PHS.

Comparison of QST Values on Hand Dorsum

Localized Versus Generalized Sensory Changes

As shown in Table 3, ANCOVA revealed signiﬁcant
group diﬀerences for all mechanical pain parameters (MPT,
MPS, and PPT) and for cold pain sensitivity (CPT).
Compared with pain-free HCs, FMS patients showed an
elevated pain sensitivity for pin-prick stimulation (MPT
P < 0.01, MPS P < 0.01), pressure pain (PPT P < 0.05),
and cold pain (CPT P < 0.01). Compared with CBP
participants, FMS patients were more sensitive toward
pin-prick pain (MPS P < 0.001, MPT P < 0.01) and

To distinguish between localized and generalized QST
aberrations, we compared the sensitivity of the hand
dorsum with that of the most painful area in the back. As
there are regional diﬀerences between these 2 test sites in
normal participants, the QST values of FMS and CBP
participants were standardized in relation to the QST
values of the pain-free control group using z-transformation. As allodynia and PHS did not occur in the control
group, the respective values could not be standardized.

TABLE 3. Analysis of Covariance, Mean Values, and Confidence Intervals for Quantitative Sensory Testing of the Dorsum of the Hand

ANCOVA
CDT
WDT
CPT
HPT
PPT
MPT
MPS
WUR
MDT
VDT

D1C
D1C
1C
1C
kPa
mN
NRS100
mN
/8

Fibromyalgia

Chronic Back Pain

Pain-free Controls

F

P

Mean

95% CI

Mean

95% CI

Mean

95% CI

0.187
1.44
4.73
0.990
6.53
6.18
10.57
0.764
0.699
0.691

0.830
0.245
< 0.05
0.378
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.001
0.470
0.502
0.505

1.05
2.51
21.03w
43.43
238*,J=0.001
26.73w,y
2.13z,J
3.08
2.22
7.90

0.84-1.32
1.86-3.38
17.21-24.85
41.55-45.32
204-278
17.86-39.90
1.24-3.67
2.27-4.17
1.37-3.60
7.78-8.02

1.09
1.85
16.80
45.02
345
64.27
0.45
3.57
2.78
7.97

0.90-1.33
1.42-2.4
13.46-20.14
43.37-46.68
301-394
45.50-90.57
0.28-0.71
2.74-4.67
1.85-4.18
7.87-8.07

1.16
1.79
12.22
45.19
318
65.01
0.46
2.81
1.96
7.89

0.93-1.45
1.33-2.4
8.45-15.98
43.33-47.06
273-370
43.75-96.61
0.27-0.78
2.07-3.82
1.22-3.16
7.77-8.00

Values of CDT, WDT, PPT, MPT, MPS, WUR, and MDT were calculated by back transformation from the log-means.
*P < 0.05 vs. controls.
wP < 0.01 vs. controls.
zP < 0.001 vs. controls.
Signiﬁcant test results for ﬁbromyalgia vs. chronic back pain are denoted.
yP < 0.01.
JP < 0.001, respectively.
CDT indicates cold detection threshold; CI, conﬁdence interval; CPT, cold pain threshold; HPT, heat pain threshold; MDT, mechanical detection
threshold; MPS, mechanical pain sensitivity; MPT, mechanical pain threshold; PPT, pressure pain threshold; VDT, vibration detection threshold; WDT,
warmth detection threshold; WUR, wind-up ratio.
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All other QST parameters were standardized for all
individuals and mean z-scores for both disease groups were
calculated separately (Figs. 1, 2).
FMS patients showed similar QST proﬁles for both
areas, indicating that their hyperalgesia was generalized and
not local (Fig. 1). WDT was only signiﬁcantly elevated in
the hand, whereas PPT was decreased signiﬁcantly more in
the back than in the hand. In addition, there was a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence in WURs, although both areas did not
diﬀer signiﬁcantly from those of control participants
(Tables 2 and 3). WUR varied around 3.0, but this
variation was in the opposite direction in control participants. In CBP participants, the lowered vibratory sensitivity and the enhanced pressure pain sensitivity of the back
were signiﬁcant compared with the hand, indicating a
localized sensory alteration (Fig. 2). As for FMS, WUR
varied opposite to that of control subjects.

Punctate Mechanical Hyperalgesia
Fibromyalgia patients exhibited an increased pain
sensitivity to pin-prick stimulation (MPT) and enhanced
ratings to pinprick stimuli on a numeric rating scale (MPS),
both on the back and on the hand dorsum. We calculated a
repeated-measure ANCOVA comparing the 3 groups with
regard to MPS, including the single stimulus intensity as a
covariate. We detected overall diﬀerences between FMS
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patients and both HC and CBP participants (back:
F=18.63 P < 0.001; hand dorsum: F=23.93 P < 0.001).
These data are analyzed in more detail by plotting
stimulus-response functions for the 7 stimulus intensities
used (Fig. 3). These functions were shifted upward by a
factor of 5. All participants were able to discriminate the
stimulus intensities. There was also a stimulus eﬀect,
indicating higher pain ratings for more intense pin-prick
stimuli. There was no interaction eﬀect between the groups
and the stimulus intensity, indicating that the proﬁles of the
3 groups are almost parallel (Fig. 3).

DISCUSSION
The present study used a comprehensive QST protocol
to assess the somatosensory proﬁles of FMS patients, CBP
participants, and HCs. FMS patients showed hyperalgesia
generalized in space and including both superﬁcial and deep
pain modalities, whereas CBP participants revealed a
proﬁle of a localized pain condition with a decreased
threshold only for deep pain and only at the aﬀected area.
Thus, we can conclude that there are distinct sensory
proﬁles in FMS and CBP participants.

Somatosensory Profiles in FMS
FMS patients showed increased mechanical and
thermal pain sensitivity (with the exception of HPT over
hand dorsum) compared with CBP and HC participants,

FIGURE 3. Stimulus-response functions of pin-prick pain and dynamic mechanical allodynia in the hand and back of patients with
fibromyalgia (closed triangles), chronic back pain (closed circles), and control participants (open circles). Patients with fibromyalgia
exhibit static hyperalgesia to pinprick, both over the pain-free hand and the most painful area of the back. Pain evoked by the same set
of graded punctate probes (numbers indicate force in mN) was about 5-fold stronger in fibromyalgia patients than in chronic back pain
or control participants. Stroking with gentle tactile stimuli (BR, brush; CW, cotton whisp; QT, cotton wool tip) elicited a slight amount of
pain (dynamic mechanical allodynia) in fibromyalgia patients only. Patients with chronic back pain and healthy control participants
showed similar SR functions.
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whereas detection sensitivity was not increased. Our
sensory proﬁle suggests that hyperalgesia in FMS may
involve all nociceptive submodalities. Pin-prick sensitivity
and DMA have not been addressed before. Moreover, pain
sensitivity is increased over back and hand dorsum (parallel
proﬁles for back and hand in Fig. 1). Thus, increased sensitivity in FMS is generalized in space (superﬁcial and deep
pain, back and hand) and across nociceptive submodalities,
but not to other somatosensory functions. The best possible
explanation for such a generalized hyperalgesia is a
deﬁcient pain inhibitory system.33 Mechanisms of descending control of pain also include descending facilitation.34,35
The term “central sensitization” often used in the context of
FMS6,14 does not describe the clinical picture suﬃciently. It
implies an increased excitability of central neurons, but its
eﬀects are restricted in space to the receptive ﬁelds and
often limited to mechanical test stimuli.36,37 Disinhibition,
in contrast, strikes the entire body and may explain a
generalized pain syndrome such as FMS adequately. Thus,
disinhibition should be addressed in future studies.38,39
Possibly, multiple neuronal mechanisms such as disinhibition, central sensitization, and lack of habituation12 work
together.
The presence of DMA, usually interpreted as an
indicator for a central sensitization of the nociceptive
system, in a relevant number of FMS patients suggests that
a deﬁcit in pain inhibitory systems may facilitate the
occurrence of central sensitization. Yet, this sensory sign
was signiﬁcantly present only over the back. Sensory
ﬁndings on the hand in FMS were characterized by
a pronounced pin-prick hyperalgesia in the absence of
DMA. This type of ﬁnding has also been observed in
patients with restless legs syndrome. In restless legs
syndrome, pinprick hyperalgesia is slowly reversed by
dopaminergic treatment.40 Notably, a recent positron
emission tomography study demonstrated a dopaminergic
hyporesponsivity in FMS patients,41 pointing to a
possible pathophysiological commonality between these 2
disorders.
The decreased sensitivity to nonpainful warmth
(WDT) in FMS, which has not been described so far, is
diﬃcult to interpret. In fact, Hurtig et al7 found no
diﬀerences in CDT and WDT compared with HCs.
Considering this, the mismatch in age distribution between
FMS patients and HCs has to be taken into account. On
the one hand it is a likely explanation, as the comparison
with age-matched and sex-matched control participants in
the DFNS reference database32 yielded the same result. On
the other hand, however, the diﬀerence in WDT was no
longer signiﬁcant in an ANCOVA with age as a covariate.
A thermal hypoesthesia is usually interpreted as a sign of
disturbed small ﬁber function, but recently a correlation
between ongoing pain intensity and suppressed sensitivity
to nonpainful thermal stimuli has been reported in chronic
non-neuropathic pain.42 Ongoing pain in FMS patients
may thus contribute to the decreased sensitivity in
nonpainful warmth (WDT) in FMS. Anyway, our data
clearly show that the sensitivity toward nonpainful warmth
is not increased, supporting the view that the elevated
sensitivity in FMS is speciﬁc to painful stimuli and not
generalized for all somatosensory stimuli.
The wind-up of pain and wind-up after sensations are
often described in FMS patients10,43 and are thought to
denote altered CNS processing. This feature, however, is
missing in our results, and the WUR for the back was even
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lower than that for the hand. Magerl et al44 revealed that, in
a capsaicin model, the diﬀerence between the ﬁrst and last
stimuli of trains of pin-pricks was increased, but the ratio
was unchanged. Our ﬁndings are consistent with these
results. FMS patients already rate the ﬁrst (single) stimulus
signiﬁcantly higher than do controls or CBP participants,
and thus the relative increase in pain rating after the series
of 10 stimuli is not as high. Hence, wind-up was present in
our FMS patients, but its magnitude was unchanged as the
denominator and numerator of the WUR change by a
similar amount.

Somatosensory Profiles in CBP
In this population-based sample of CBP participants,
we found features of a localized pain condition with no
evidence of spatial generalization, although pain duration
was as long as in FMS patients. Signiﬁcant diﬀerences in
pain thresholds compared with HCs were only seen for
pressure pain, which primarily reﬂects muscle nociception
and peripheral sensitization.45,46 Moreover, the alterations
were limited to the painful area at the back, meaning that
there were no signs for a pain generalization. CBP
participants diﬀered from FMS patients in all modalities
in the same way as HCs, except for PPT at the back, where
CBP and FMS both showed decreased PPT. These results
suggest localized alterations in muscles and joints. There
was no evidence of central sensitization or disinhibition in
this sample of CBP participants, indicating that chronic
pain per se is not a suﬃcient condition for these
abnormalities. This ﬁnding appears intriguing as other
studies, for example,17 suggested central sensitization in
both FMS and CBP. As our CBP sample was drawn from
the general population, widespread pain sensitivity observed in pain clinic samples may not be representative for
all patients with CBP. Therefore, parameters other than
chronic ongoing nociceptive pain are likely to be the
predisposing factors for widespread pain and FMS. Such
factors may be pain intensity, the subtype of CBP, and
psychosocial factors. In our CBP sample, the average pain
intensity before QST was nearly 50% lower than in the
FMS group. The broad range of pain intensity is probably
due to the heterogeneity of the CBP sample comprising 1
episode of CBP, intermittent, and continuous CBP according to the distribution in the general population. This is
consistent with epidemiological data47 showing that only a
subgroup of a population with localized pain developed
FMS later on.
An interesting result was a lower sensitivity toward
vibration at the back of CBP participants. In fact, VDT
was, on average, 6.7/8 in CBP participants, 7.1/8 in FMS
patients, and 7.4/8 in HCs. This result is in line with
secondary tactile hypoesthesia in other painful conditions.48,49 It describes the phenomenon that, in a painful
body area, nonpainful stimuli are suppressed. A recent QST
study showed decreased VDT in patients with pseudoradicular back pain as well.50

Technical Considerations
There are several limitations of the study that should
be mentioned. One limitation is the small group size, with
about 20 participants in each group. Further, the groups
signiﬁcantly diﬀered in age. In future research, it would be
desirable to match patient groups according to age.
However, our results are controlled for age by ANCOVA.
Besides, QST may be described as a “semi-objective”
r
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procedure, as it still includes the subjective rating of the
participants.51 This raises the question whether QST would
rather measure health behavior than pain thresholds. On
the other hand, we used 2 methods to assess pain thresholds
(method of limits, and direct scaling using randomized
stimuli). Patients with FMS perform consistently at
diﬀerent body sites in both paradigms and speciﬁcally in
the randomized paradigm (Fig. 3). Similarly, brain imaging
techniques with FMS patients show ﬁtting activated areas/
patterns in the brain when compared with QST.17,52
A critical problem consists of the testing sites at the
back. CBP participants suﬀered from pain especially at the
lower back, whereas FMS patients indicated the most
painful area predominantly at the upper back. The test site
in HCs (trapezius muscle) matches the FMS group better
than the CBP group. Nevertheless, the FMS group had
more sensory aberrations, suggesting that inhomogeneity in
test sites had no major eﬀect on our data. This pitfall
becomes even less important, given that both FMS and
CBP participants revealed abnormal QST proﬁles at the
painful areas; however, only FMS patients showed
abnormal QST proﬁles at the pain-free control site as well,
indicating the phenomenon of generalization.

CONCLUSIONS
There is ongoing debate about the classiﬁcation of
FMS [See discussion in Baillieres Best Practice and
Research: Clinical Rheumatology Vol. 13 (1999)]. Some
authors emphasize the entity of FMS as a distinct and
circumscribed disease53; others argue that FMS is 1 end of a
continuous spectrum of pain diseases.54,55 The other end of
the spectrum may constitute localized pain syndromes such
as CBP. Within this spectrum, a switch between pain
syndromes is possible20,47 and common pathogenetic pathways may be assumed. Our data suggest that FMS
pathogenesis may be explained at least partly by disinhibition, which can explain the spatial generalization of pain
and the involvement of multiple pain modalities. In
contrast, CBP oﬀered features of a local pain condition
with peripheral sensitization. Given that pain duration did
not diﬀer in CBP participants and FMS patients, our
population-based data suggest that CBP may persist as a
localized pain condition for many years without turning
into widespread pain or FMS. Thus, if CBP is a pre-stage to
FMS and ﬁndings show involvement of central nervous
pathways in some patients, as observed in pain clinics,
factors other than ongoing peripheral nociceptive pain itself
are likely to account for this generalization in place of the
ongoing pain.
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